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The punctual I-lilbcrt scheme Hilb” P, parametrizes the subschcmcs of 
dimension zero and length n of the projective space P, of dimension I over an 
algebraically closed field Jz. For Y 7 2, Hilb” P, is smooth of dimension 2n; 
for n. > 2 we will show 
THEOREM. There are non-zero constants a(r) and b(r) depending only on T, 
sztch that 
a(r)ncz- 2/r) < dim(Hilb” P,) -: b(y)n(z--zI~). 
‘l’he first inequality was already known and results from cxan~l~les of A. Iarrobino 
in [6]. The new result is the upper bound on the dimension. A “proof” of the 
upper bound previously announced by A. Iarrobino in [7] was incomplctc, since 
it relied on a faulty interpretation of Graucrt’s normal form for ideals. LVe denote 
the Zariski tangent space at a point 2 of Hilb” P, by T,; and dim( 1_) is its vector 
space dimension over Ir. The upper bound is a consequence of 
THEOREM 1. There is a comtnnt b(r) depending only on Y surh that 
dim( T,) -z: ~(Y)Yz(~‘-~/‘). 
Tn section 1 we rcdiice to a special local case; in section TI wc hniind the number 
of generators of a colength n ideal in the power series ring I\‘, in r-variables; in 
section III we prove the local case and comment on the result. 
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DUCTIOS TO THE CASE OF AN IDEAL INVARIANT BY THE TRIANGULAR GROUP 
this section, we are going to reduce the proof of Theorem 1 to a special 
lo case, Theorem 2 below. Suppose x is the point of Hilb” [FDT s parametrizing 
the subscheme 2 = Spec(R/I) C P, , where R = 8jcPT,D) g I& )...) q.1 is the 
completed local ring of PT at the point p, and B is ideal of colength n in R. It is 
that the Zariski tangent space T, to b” PT at the point x is Tz = 
I). Thus, in the particular case above re z parametrizes asubspace 
concentrated at a pointp of P, , Theorem 9 becomes 
THEQRE~~~ I-LOCU. There is a constant b(r) depending only on r such that, for 
every primary ideal of colength n in R, 
dim(Hom,(l, R/I) < b(r)~(s-~J~)~ 
Suppose G = Gl(r, k) is the general linear group acting on the vector space 
<XI ,.“Y x,) by Axj = xi a,+ci if A = (aij) is in G; this action extends to R. 
Ifjis in pi, A . f = f (Ax, )..., Ax,). This action preserves the colength of ideals 
in R and thus defines an action of G on the Hilbert scheme &Mb% parametrizing 
the ideals of R having colength n. We let A C G denote the subgroup of lower 
triangular matrices 
A =(AE:G/aij=Oforj>i). 
THEOREM 2. There are constants b(y) depending only on r such tkzat;fov every 
-~nv~~~an~, colength n ideal I of A, 
dim(Hom,(l, R/I) < b(~)n(~-~/~?. 
e proof of Theorem 2 is in the last section 
IA. PYOL$ Theorem l-local + Theorem 1. 
Suppose x is a point of Hilb” P, parametrizing a subscheme Z = Zz u ..’ u Z, 
of P, , where zi is of length n, and has for support a point pi of PT; and let 
Zi = S~ec(~~~,~~~~(~))~ The tangent space T, is isomorphic to the direct sum 
of the tangent spaces T,, = Hom,(l(i), R/l(i)) to the points xi on the Hilbert 
schemes Hilb”z P, , parametrizing the Zi . Theorem I-local implies dim Tz < 
i b(r) .y) ) and since (2 - 2/r) > 1, 
which is Theorem 1. 
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IB. PYOO~: Theorem 2 3 Theorem I-local. 
We thank D. Mumford for suggesting a use of the Bore1 fixed point theorem 
in this problem. We denote by C the points of Hilb” R left fixed by the action 
of d. Since d is an affine, connected, solvable algebraic group, and Hilb” R 
is a complete union of varieties, the fixed point theorem of Bore1 ([2], (10.4), 
p. 242) shows that the closure of each orbit of .rl, meets C. Suppose z is a point 
of Hilb” R parametrizing Spec(R/I) C Spec R; for all x’ in the orbit dx of z, 
the dimension of T,, is the same number (the dimension of Hom,(l, R/l)). 
Since the dimension of T,, is upper semi-continuous, we conclude 
dim(T,) < max(dim(T,n) / X” E C). 
Theorem 2 then implies 
dim( T,) < b(~)n(~-~/~) 
which is Theorem l-local. 1 
II. THE NUMBER OF GENERATORS OF AN IDEAL IN R 
We will find an upper bound for the minimal number of generators of a 
primary ideal 1 in the power series ring R = K[x, , . . . , x,1, in terms of the colength 
n = dim,(R/I) of 1. We will also derive a corollary concerning the shape of the 
Weierstrass-Grauert exponents of I, or in other words, the shape of the staircase 
of I in the generic direction. 
The following proposition on minimal number of generators is valid for al1 
characteristics, with the same constants C(Y) that work in characteristic 0; our 
proof is for characteristic 0. See [l] and the remark after Proposition III-4 for a 
stronger result. 
PROPOSITION 11-l. There are constants C(Y) depending only on Y such that if 
I is a colength n primary ideal of R, the minimal number of generators p(I) satisfies 
p(I) < c(r)n(l-l/T). 
Proof, Part A. We first use the strong Weierstrass normal form for ideals 
to reduce to a combinatorial problem, then in part B we complete the proof with 
an induction. Suppose E is a subset of the r-fold direct product Nr of the 
natural numbers, satisfying E + iV = E, and suppose further that the car- 
dinality of (iV’ - E) is finite, equal to n. We call F the staircase of E, it if is the 
smallest subset of E such that F + NT = E; and we let p be the size of F. The 
Weierstrass preparation theorem “a la Hironaka” shows that the Proposition 
can be formulated purely combinatorially: p < c(~)n(l-l/~). To see this, it is 
enough to associate to I the set E = E(I) of its “privileged exponents” in the 
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canonical direction, for example (see [3]); then the number of generators in the 
standard generating set for I is exactly the number of elements p(l) = p in the 
staircase F of E. We say E is generic if it satisfies E + Nr = E, and the following 
condition: 
(1) if i < j, then (01~ ,..., olj + l,..., a ) E I? implies (01~ ,ova ,...) ai+ I,..., 
aj )...) a,) E E. 
Since char k = 0, we can suppose, following Grauert and A. Galligo ([4]> 
p. 599, that E is generic. We can in particular suppose that (zi, O,..., 0) belongs 
to F, where v is the order of .7-the largest integer such that M* 11 but IVP+r $ 
where M is the maximal ideal of R. Since &P II I, its cokngth (“+;-I) is smaller 
than n: 
VT/Y! < ((v $ 1) ..’ (v + Y - I))/?4 < n. 
Hence 
v < (Y!)w?.V (2): 
P~ooyoof, Part B. We now prove the proposition by induction on r. For P = 2, 
the number of points in the staircaseF is at most (v + I), and we can take ~(2) = 
(P/2 + I). Supp ose the proposition is proven in dimension (r - 1). We pick v 
subsets of E, 
Ei = E n ({i) x N-l) 
ni = size of NT-1 - Ei (more precisely, of ((;I x (NY-r - I&))) 
Pi = the staircase of Ei in N*-l 
pi = the size of Fi . 
Then, n=Cn,, p<(Cp,)+L and by the inductive assumption p(i) < 
~(7 - l)njl-‘/(r-? Thus 
Since the function x --f ~(~-rl+-l)) i s concave down, we con&de 
Using (2) we obtain 
p- - (1 I/(? 1)) < (y~)l/r~r-l~~~l/r~r-l~+l-l/~r-l)) = (~~)m"-l$&l-l/r~ 
which, together with the induction assumption, implies 
p < C(Y - 1) * (fy+l)+l~) + 1. 
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This proves the proposition, with C(Y) defined inductively by 
C(Y) = C(Y - l)(Y!)1;+i) -:- 1, c(2) = (21i2 + 1). 0 
We now derive from the proposition an inequality concerning staircases, 
that we will use in the next section. Suppose that E C Nr is generic in the sense 
of (1) above, that n is the size of hi7 - E, that F of cardinality p is the staircase 
of i?. WC denote by E’ C W-r the intersection of E with c+ =: 0; the set E’ is 
also generic, and we denote the size of (NY-1 - E’) by YY’, the staircase of E’ by F’, 
and the size of I;’ by p’. 
For each indice /3 E (N-l - E’) let T(B) be the smallest integer such that 
(/3, T@)) E E; one verifies easily that if two indices are comparahb, for example if 
/3a E /3, + NY-l, then Q,) is strictly larger than Q3.J, and that the indices 
(A 9 +,N and (A, 4%) h ale t crc f ore incomparable. We show in this way that F 
is the union of F’ with the multiindices (,!I, T(P)) for /3 belonging to W-l - E’. 
Thus p = p’ (- n’, and we have shown 
COHOLL~Y 11.2. Suppose I;: C: NY is generic, n is the cardinality of NT - E, 
that B’ is the intersection of E with N--1 x {0), and that II’ is tlz cardinality of 
NT-l - 8’ (more exactly, of lYr--1 X {0} - l?). ‘I’hen 
71’ < c(y) *n(l-l:‘r). 1
Finally, we will need later the 
Remark. If the characteristic of 1~ is 0, the colcngth n ideals of R left fixed by 
the lower triangular group A are exactly the ideals generated by the monomials 
x’1 = x;1 . . . 2,) 17 where OL runs through a generic set E C Nr, and where (hTT I?) 
has cardinality n. 
Proof Sketch: Suppose I is left fixed by A. Since I is fixed under the subgroup 
of diagonal matrices, and k is infinite, it is well known that I is homogeneous, 
I = orj, and that each Ij has a basis of monomials in X, ,..., x,. . To verify 
that the exponents of the monomials form a generic set, we need only check 
condition (1) for the monomials in each Ij . If dim rj : 1 and Ij :-. (f ) then 
there is AeA with A.f =xlj+ .... Then Ii, being monomial, must be 
<x$). Suppose inductively that (1) is verified for A-invariant vector spaces of 
dimension less than d, and that dim Ij = d. If ps = x”;l ... x2 is the largest 
monomial in Ij in the alphabetic order /*, < *.. < pw < ... on degree-j mono- 
mials, then Ij n (pl ,..., CL.,.,.. J isa (d - I)-dimensional A-invariant space, so satis- 
fies (1). Thus, we need to verify (1) for Ij only when (01, ..., LY,) is the larger expo- 
nent. Suppose czj > n -I l,t}latj>i,andp.,, = X;I ...xq?l “‘xjj . . . g7 = “2’. 2PNIxj * 
Then choosing A E A with A * xj L- xj + xi and A . xk = x,+ for k f j, we find 
A . py == p‘” T C&.’ -I- h with c f 0 and h E (/Q ,..., !L,~,-~). Since A lcavcs 
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lj n <PI 3"') FN-1 ) fixed, and Ij = A - Ij has a basis of rnon~rn~a~s~ pNf must be 
in Ij , and (1) is satisfied. 
111. BOUND ON THE DIMENSION OF 
n this section we prove 
THEOREM 2. There me numbers b(r) depending only on Y, such hat every 8- 
~~~a~iant ideal I of colength n in R satisfies dim IIom&, R/ST) < b(r)rP2/‘). 
We are hrst going to establish a key technical lemma on generic staircases in 
2 variables. Suppose?‘, , F, are two such staircases (see [3] or [4j). 
F; = h 01, (v - 1, 4, (v - 2, sz),--9 (0, s,> 
Fz = (u, O), (u - 1, tr), @ - 2, &.~, (0, L) 
of colengths respectively 
Let 
be the lengths of the stairs of the two staircases. 
LEMMA 111.1. The sum CiSj inf(ai , TV) < n, + 12a . 
A. Proofin the case v = u. We use induction on v = u; the case zl = za = 1 
is evident. If z, > 1, note thatCi,j inf(ai , T$) < ‘&>l,j>l inf(a,: ,TV) + Z;D~ f ~a~ ~ 
The induction hypothesis applies to the two truncated staircases of colengths 
respectively n, - v~s and n, - UT~ . (The stairs of the first truncated staircase 
have lengths err ,..., ffVel .) 
B. Proof in the case v < u. Again we use induction, now on u, since the case 
u = v is already shown. The sum Ci,j inf(c$ , Tj> < (Ci>o,i>1 W% 9 Tj)> -t- fJT0 ” 
The proof is completed by using the induction hypothesis on the staircase F1 , 
and the truncated staircase of colength n2 - UT~ * 
We now show in Lemmas III.2 and III.3 below, that when char k = 0, znd! I 
is A-invariant, certain of the coefficients j$s of the tangents f~ kiom(1, pZl1) 
determine most of the other coefficients. Recall that in the end of Section II we 
showed that when char k = 0, such a A-invariant ideal ir in R of colength n, is 
4.81 /~s/z-z~ 
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generated by monomials XP with 01 E E, a generic set in NV having complement 
(Nr - E) of cardinality n. Suppose that I is such an ideal. We let 
F denote the staircase of E 
E’ denote the intersection of E with 01~ = 0; F’ = the staircase of E’ in NT-l 
E” = the intersection of E with ~lr-~ = 0, F” = the staircase of E” in NT-l 
E” = the intersection of E with 01~ = 01,~~ = 0, and K = NV-a - E”. 
For each multi-index y in K, the intersection of E and of y x N2 defines a 
generic set E,, C N2 (using the last two indices), whose staircase we denote by F,: 
F, = (z)(r), O),(v(y) - 1, s:>, (V(Y) - 2, %">m (0, %d 
and we designate the lengths of the steps of F by 
Finally, if f is an element of Horn& R/I), f is d t e ermined by its values on the 
generators x”, for a E F, the staircase of E: 
f(~) = C f&+ wherefU,B E K and 9 is the class 
J3EN~-E of xs in R/I. 
In the following two lemmas we assume that characteristic k = 0, and that I 
is A-invariant. 
LEMMA 111.2. Fixing the numbers fa,B E k for all 01 EF’ and p E NT - E 
determines all the f=,e for which a EF, p E NT - E, and such that also (fi + (O,..., 
0, ho>> 4 E- 
Proof. An element 01 of F not in F’ can be written LY. = ~l(y, j) = (y, ~(7) - j, 
sjy) with y E K and 1 < j < v(y). The lemma follows from an induction on j, 
using the relation 
&,i+1) _ 
G-1 . x 
(x,py . xdr,j) 
among the generators x’~(y*j+l) and xa(~.i) of I. ~ - 1 
LEMMA 111.3. Fixing the numbers fa,s E k for all 01 EF” and /3 E NT - E 
determines all the fW,e for all 01 = a(y, j) E F, p E NT - E, such that also p + (O,..., 
0, q’) $ E. 
Proof. An element of F -F” can be written (Y = “(y, j) with 0 < j < 
v(y) - 1. The proof is like that of Lemma 111-2, using the same relation, but 
using a descending induction on j. 1 
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We now can complete the 
roof of Theorem 2 when char k = 0: We calculate the number Q of coe&- 
ts fUSB not determined from the images f (xy) for a~ E F’ w F”; the two lemmas 
above show 
where q(y, j) is the number of elements /3 of NV - E such that both (,B + (0, ~. j
0, 1,Q)) E E, and (/I + (0 ,..., 0, ojy)) E E. That number is 
4hj) = 1 
I 
inf(cjiY, +>
YEK 
O<j’<V(?f-1 \\ 
where each term in the sum is the smaller of the lengths of two stairs in FY and 
P’, respectively. In all we obtain 
4 G c c (4r) + 4-4) 
YEK Y’EK 
where n(y) (or n(+)) is the colength of the staircase F,, (of ,Fild): the colength 
n(r) = #(Ns - E,,). We conclude that if a”’ is the cardinal&y of K (which is the 
colength of E” in N+a) 
Finally, we use twice in a row the inequality of Corollary II.2 The cardinality 
ofF’, ofF”, and n”’ are each bounded by 
+ _ ~)((~(q)~‘“-~“‘)“-l/“-“‘!) = c(q _ 1) ,(,)cr-l;rr-s,,(1-2/~,. 
This fact completes the proof of Theorem 2 (and hence also Theorem 1) when 
char k = 0, since we have shown 
dim Hom,(l, R/I) < (#F’)n -j- (#F”)n + 4 < b(~)@-~/~) 
with b(r) = 4(c(r - l)(c(q))“-ll(r-l)). 
Proof of Theorem 2 when char k = p: In any characteristic, 
that a A-invariant ideal I is generated by monomials. Let R’ be t 
ring in Y variables over the integers; and let I’ be the ideal in R’ corresponding 
to I: the inverse image of I in the natural homomorphism R’ + W. Then, since 
6’ is generated by monomials with coefficient 1, it is easy to see that Hom,(I’, 
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RI/I’) is a free Abelian group and that Hom,(l, R/I) g k Bz Horn&‘, R/I’). 
It follows that dim(Hom&, R/I)) is independent of the characteristic when I 
is generated by monomials; hence Theorem 2 when char k = p follows from 
Theorem l-local in the case char k = 0, proven above. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 2. 1 
We now make some comments and conjectures. An easy enough calculation 
shows 
PROPOSITION 111.4. The “tangent space” HomR(MS, R/MS) g Hom,(MS/ 
Ms+~, MS-“/M”) and dim HomR(MS, R/M”) = (““,-“)(‘~~.;“). 
The interest in this fact (whose proof we omit) is in the 
Conjecture. If n = (‘+f’) and if I is a colength n ideal of R, then 
dim Hom#/R/l) 2 dim HomR(MS, R/MS). 
Intuitively, the conjecture means that the point of Hilb” R C Hilb” [FD, parame- 
trizing Spec(R/M”), th e unique point of Hilbn R invariant under the action of 
G = Aut R, is a “most singular” point of the Hilbert scheme Hilb” R. 
More generally, given n, there is a unique ideal I(n) of colength n, invariant 
under d, such that 3s with MS 3 I(n) 3 M s+l, and such that the degree-s part 
d(n), is the vector space spanned by the first #(l(n),) monomials of degree s in 
the alphabetic order. We conjecture that 1(n) has the largest “tangent space” 
among the ideals of colength n in R. This conjecture would allow us to take 
b(r) = ((r/~!)l’~)a + e) in the bound of Theorem 2, for any positive E, provided 
n 3 qr, e). 
Remark. D. Berman [l] has shown that the number of generators of I(n) is 
maximal for the ideals of colength n. This result allows c(r) in Proposition II.1 
(only) to be replaced by ((~/r!)l/r + E) if n > N(Y, c). 
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